Full of depth and density, this interior design couldn’t be more modern, even with the Americano
accent and the 60s details in the colour palette.
This design with some earth tones is everything you need to turn your living room into a special
one. Also, bringing the outdoors in will do wonders, not to mention the comforting curves, which will
make your space even more comfortable. Isn’t what we all look for when designing a living room?
These features are a must-have this year
and this is how you can transform your home
décor by mixing these trends.
The best way to start is to get all the large
furniture we need to fulfil the space. They will set
up the mood. In this living room, we have selected
one of the most recent additions to Domkapa’s
collection: Parker Sofa, with neutral tones.
Complemented

by

generous

and

welcoming proportions, Parker Sofa expresses a
straightforward

aesthetics,

and

it

is

as

comfortable as it looks. Also, Parker’s geometric
and elegant vertical lines elongate the design
being a beautiful sofa.
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As Parker has a versatile design, it fits in every kind of environment, matching the need of
multiple styles and demands.
We were looking for something distinct, a seating piece that is functional yet stylish and that’s
when we remembered about Alexander Armchair.
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Alexander

Armchair

perfectly

uses earth-wave tones from this year’s
trends and it is a highly innovative
solution liked to a quite traditional shape.
An embracing structure is linked to a high
back that smoothly connects to the seat
cushion and ends on a soothing swivel
base.
This

timeless

armchair

coordinates perfectly its materials in a
one-of-a-kind piece.
For the americano look, Inside
Table Set: a family composed of a centre
table and two side tables of different
sizes for a complete style.
Inside Family is not only functional but also minimalistic. This way, you can place them in every
kind of atmosphere which will guarantee you a flawless design. As a nightstand, as a support for the back
to school season or even in the kitchen… Well, it’s up to you.
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Inside Table Set combines a structure made of steel and wood on the top. Thanks to its
contemporary shape and clean aesthetic, Inside is an elegantly sculpted furniture piece. This concept of
grace, comfort, and sophistication, will surely add serenity to every interior.
Finally, Grant Pouf embraces the design. This stool is all about aesthetics and ergonomics – the
go-to solution for every design project to accomplish the final look you've always dreamed of.

Grant Pouf is a classic and elegant shape without giving up ergonomic comfort.
Parker Sofa, Alexander Armchair and Grant Pouf are part of our new collection and because of
their simple, modern design, they will add a cozy lovely feeling that cannot be unnoticed. A beautiful
combination of sophisticated colours, tones and textures that will make you feel calm.
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